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A TEACHING UNIT IN SONG FOR FIRST-YEAR HIGH-SCHOOL FRENCH
L CONTENT. This unit consists of a presentation of
eighteen French songs, words and melody, suitable for
practical use in the first year of study of high-school
French. Accompanying each song are (1) such explana-
tions of procedure and difficulties as may be helpful to
the teacher; (2) notes on origins, and occasionally on
regional backgrounds; and (3) suggested things to do on
the part of the pupils. Preceding the group of songs
are (1) a consideration of objectives and outcomes en-
titled Vi/hy Teach P'rench Song? and (2) A Brief History of
Song .
II. PURPOSE. The purpose of this unit is to give
teachers, especially those little or not at all acquain-
ted with French song, a first-year working plan in its
use. Too often the teaching of French is a matter of
grammar and reading, in general a stultifying process
for all concerned. Too often, also, the training of the
beginning teacher has been confined to grammar and liter-
ature, with no consideration whatsoever of "things to do"
that will give them a feeling of accomplishment and a
sense of having learned something worth preserving in
memory. The use of song, properly managed, will enliven
and stimulate any French class at the same time con-
tributing something very worthwhile.
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III. HOW MUST THE UNIT BE USED? There are no
restrictions on its use further than the necessity of
presenting the easier songs first. The flexibility of
the unit will permit the teacher to use only two or
three songs if she desires, or she may use all of them.
Moreover, some of the songs are adaptable to junior high
school use, while all of them may be sung with pleasure
in the later years of high-school French. After the
first half-year, little attention need be paid to order
of difficulty. In fact, after the fourth song of this
unit, Sur le pont d* Avignon
,
no effort has been made to
group the songs in order of difficulty.
Not only is the unit flexible; it is also alter-
able according to the judgment and discretion of the
teacher. For example, the regional descriptions, some
of which are based on actual observation, may be varied
in content, or omitted entirely. By way of caution it
might be well to suggest that the teacher should not
read the descriptions verbatim as a substitute for in-
fusing her own personality Into the lesson. In the
beginning of Part VI, I have given a working plan for
this unit.
IV. BASIS OF THE UNIT. Final criteria in regard
to the choice of songs to be included in the unit were
based on (1) a good knowledge of French song; (2) teach-
ing experience in the use of song; (3) a careful
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
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3consideration of each song from the standpoint of
applicability to first-year use, the tests of applica-
bility being interest and difficulty. No attempt was
made to ascertain which songs are most frequently em-
ployed in first-year work, or to what extent French
song is used in American schools. Incidentally, how-
ever, careful examination was made of several song
collections, four of which were designed specifically
for our schools. These four texts, excellent in
variety and choice, and satisfactory in format, were:
Conniston, Ruth Muzzey: Chantons un peu
Doubleday, Doran & Co.
1929
Jameson and Keacox: Chants de France
D. C. Heath & Co.
1922
Moore and Bennett: La France qui chante
D. C. Heath & Co.
1924
Walter and Ballard: French Songs
Scribner ’
s
1916
(Especially good for
grades and junior high,
but unfortunately out of
print.
)
Very likely there are to be found on the market
good song collections for school use thatldia not
examine
.
In addition to song collections about a hundred
grammars and readers were casually investigated for
the inclusion of song, but in general they paid little
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4or no attention to the subject. Now and then a text
would be found to contain a few songs, in no case over
ten, I believe.
V. WHY TEACH FRENCH SONG? Before this paper
was commenced, hundreds of pages in books and periodi-
cals were scanned in an effort to determine the current
objectives and outcomes in foreign language teaching,
particularly French. If the results and implications
of such an investigation were to be discussed fully,
the matter might easily constitute a separate thesis.
Herein I shall attempt to state the case with compara-
tive brevity. Although there were outstanding and far-
seeing articles, the great majority seemed to have
progressed, if my conclusions were correct, not far
beyond the reading, writing, speaking, and comprehension
objectives set forth by the Committee of Twelve 1 in 1898.
Reading, probably rightly so in the United States, is
generally given first place, with speaking and compre-
hension gradually coming to occupy more and more im-
portant places. The Coleman Report of 1929 contained
many ideas not incorporated in the work of the Com-
mittee of Twelve, but even so, one may wonder how many
1. Report of the Committee of Twelve
,
Calvin Thomas,
Chairman.
2 . The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages in the
United Stare 's, Algernon Coleman.
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teachers still think of French only in terms of
grammar and translation*
Much has been written about reading, appreciation,
and the strengthening of international ties, but
amazingly little has come to my attention on how the
study of French will change behavior; that is, what
habits, skills, attitudes, prejudices, abilities, in-
terests, and hobbies can result from its study. Anyone
interested in the possibilities of change of behavior
as a result of language study would do well to read
the following articles:
Gasimir Zdanowicz: By-Products of Modern Foreign
Language Study^
Donald D. Durrell: Individual Differences and
2Language Learning Objectives
Although Doctor Durrell's article concerns the
study of English, foreign language teachers will find
in it much to jog from the pedestal of complacency all
who are satisfied with only the grammar and translation
objectives
.
In commenting on objectives and outcomes of language
study It may seem that I have gone astray from my head-
ing, Why Teach French Song? I believe I have not, how-
ever, because many objectives in language study, whether
1. See Bibliography
2. See Eibliography
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the language he French, Spanish, or German, may equally
well he applied to a component part of language teach-
ing, the teaching of song. Furthermore, why teach song
at all if there is no particular aim in so doing?
In answer to my question. Why Teach French Song? I
shall outline twelve possible objectives which apply
specifically to song, and ten more which apply equally
well to song and language study. At the start it must
be said that the teacher who hopes to apply every ob-
jective to every pupil will have her hands more than
full, yet an awareness of the possibility of certain
outcomes will enable her, I hope, to strive in the light
of the needs of the individual pupil. After all, the
task of a French teacher is to develop, on the whole,
consumers who can use the language for enjoyment, for
the producer who will use the language vocationally will
be comparatively rare. s French teachers, we should
ask ourselves if it is not the privilege of each pupil
"to expect provision for definite habits and standards
in the use of leisure and in the development of worthy
forms of enjoyment and recreation. What counts most is
what they do outside the schoolroom when they are free
to choose."^
To avoid any misunderstanding and confusion that
might result from the non-defining of terms, I shall
1. Modern Foreign Languages and Their Teaching
,
Cole,p 106
..
7borrow Cole’s definition of an objective or goal, which
is ” a specific usable skill, knowledge, or attitude
which should be developed as the result of former
training; in other words, what the pupil should be able
to know, or to be as the result of a given amount of
learning.
"
A. aims2which apply specifically to song.
1. Real-life material. Songs give the pupil
material actually used by the French in every-day life.
2. Enjoyment. The act of singing is highly en-
joyable to many people, irrespective of true vocal
ability, and it might be pleasurable to many more had
they ever discovered the zest that lies in spontaneous
song.
"There is delight in singing, tho ’ none hear
Beside the singer"
To Robert Browning
,
Walter Savage Landor.
3. Something to do. Songs give a ready form of
something to do in the immediate present. They can be
used in class, in club or entertainment, and in work or
play outside of school.
1. Modern Foreign Languages and Their Teaching
,
Cole,p2L
2. In my consideration of aims I have freely used class-
room suggestions md.de by Dr. Guy M. Wilson and Dr.
Donald D. Durrell of Boston University, School of Educa-
tion.
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4. Future use and recall. Much of the charm of lovely
song, like that of good poetry, lies in future use when
time has enriched it with new associations. In the
following passage the word "German" could as well be
"French", or some other language: "And when they have
left school or college, let them forget whatever they
have learned in German, but the melodies with the words
cleave to their memories and hearts and accompany them
through life. Isn’t this worth a great deal?"-*-
5. An exposure to beauty. Singing offers an ex-
posure to the beauties inherent in the combination of
words and melody.
6. Appreciation. Active participation in singing,
plus the acquisition of appropriate knowledge concerning
the songs will give an opportunity for increased appre-
ciation of an apperceptive sort. Doctor Guy M. wilson
defines Appreciation simply but adequately as "a feeling
for the beauty and fitness of things.
7. Good mental hygiene. Is not the use of song,
granting that it adds a healthy zest to life, in con-
sequence good mental hygiene?
8. Pleasant memories of school days. I venture
to assert that to many pupils the mastery of an
1. New Objectives in Modern Language Teaching . Weldmaru 859-40
2. Third and Final Report Wilson. 50-51
..
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appealing melody will constitute one of the pleasantest
memories of the study of French.
9. New insight and understanding. A fund of song
can give a new insight into the life of a foreign
people and help us to understand them better.
10. Pleasant relief. A pleasant and restful re-
lief from the heavier aspects of language learning can
be experienced if song is employed in a spontaneous,
pleasurable manner.
11. Feeling of power. Learning a new song can
give a feeling of increased power through the mastery
of something worthwhile.
12. Individual differences easily taken care of
by song. Differences in interests, rates of learning,
comprehension, and retention, are more easily disposed
of by song, perhaps, than by any other procediire found
in modern language teaching. Because singing is a
matter of group work done for enjoyment, the slow
learner need not be bothered by demands of speed in
learning and quick retention. Problems to be worked
out in connection with individual songs can be assigned
in conformity with ability and to some extent, with
interests. To pupils finding pronunciation difficult
the minutes devoted to class singing can serve as an
if
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excellent practice period for overcoming difficulties.
Under the heading of Individual Differences , too, there
should be mentioned the boy or girl who knows more than
the teacher about some phase of the subject under in-
vestigation. Whether the knowledge came to the pupil
by experience, hearsay, or investigation, a feeling of
false pride should not incline the teacher to too be-
little the recitation. On the contrary, she should
welcome such information and encourage the child to go
beyond the level of the teacher. Since every pupil will
know more about something in this world than does the
teacher, why should not education ‘be a mutual affair
to the extent that both teacher and pupil can learn
from each other and widen each other’s views?
B. AIMS APPLICABLE TO BOTH SONG AND LANGUAGE.
15. Initiating activity. Education too often is
a question of passive reception rather than of active
initiation. Certainly there can be self-initiated
activity brought about by the teaching of song, though
it be no more than a visit to a museum to see a par-
ticular painting, costume, or old musical instrument;
a library search for some bit of information; or the
attempt to teach some acquaintance the French version
of the once popular Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf ?
(Qui craint le grand me'chant loup?). Self-initiated
.-
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activity may easily carry over into the next item of hobbies
and interests.
14. Hobbies and interests. Some idea in the process
of studying or learning a song may induce a pupil to collect
travel brochures; make models or draw pictures to illustrate,
for instance, Frere Jacques; or even to try to write an orig-
inal song or a variation of an old one. In short, old inter-
ests and hobbies may be catered to and new ones brought about.
15. Conversational powers increased. A song, properly
taught, can add much information to one 1 3 stock: historical,
regional, manners, customs, and so on. Likewise the French
vocabulary will be increased.
16. Aid to thought. Thinking will be aided by a
consciousness of increased power, by an enriched and enlarged
mental outlook and by increased opportunities for appreciation
and enjoyment.
17. Aid to memory. The associational network of
historical, literary, geographical, and verbal and grammatical
ideas should be an aid to the memory, lor instance, the study
of Sur le Pont d* Avignon can help to fix in mind such data
including the use of the pronoun ny" and the pronunciation of
the nasal "on".
.-
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18. Skills engendered by singing. The necessity of
precise and careful articulation, enunciation, and pro-
nunciation in singing may help a great deal toward develop-
ing skill in oral French. There is also the possibility
of a carry-over of precision and care into the articulation
of -English, especially if the teacher will encourage it.
19. Habits. Will not song, if properly managed,
encourage pupils in the habit of listening for fine
shades of sound and tone, and for careful, accurate pro-
nunciation? In the preceding paragraph there was mentioned
the possibility of the formation of more careful speech
habits
.
20. Tolerance. I hope that it is within the power
of song to help break down barriers of prejudice and in-
tolerance, for such barriers are the price of ignorance
and misunderstanding. At least it ought to be within the
influence of song to cause a realization that the French
are very real and very human, just as we are.
21. Emotional attitudes. .Vhat changed emotional
attitudes can be brought about? Perhaps a greater love
for singing, and a greater appreciation of song will
ensue. If investigatory methods are properly supervised,
there can be brought about a lessened attitude toward
jumping to hasty conclusions. Another attitude possible
—.
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in some cases is the direct inspiration to greater en-
deavors, as the result of the stimulus from music.
22. Cultural and enriching outcomes. Certainly the
demands of leisure-time activity, perhaps even of the
routine of daily work, will find enriching potentialities
in song. Directly or indirectly there is the possibility
of enriching one’s work, play, planning, inquiring, and
imagining as the result of new information, enthusiasm,
and power from the study and use of song.
C. THE QUESTION OF TRANSFER
Having given a list of twenty-two objectives, I
should like to raise the question of their attainability.
Can they be attained? Is there a possibility of the
transfer to real life of habits, traits, and attitudes
resulting from song? To offset any excess belief on my
part in considering them attainable, granting a reason-
ably skillful teacher, I shall quote a negating opinion
from the Classical Investigation .^
"No experimental evidence is at hand to
show whether the study of modern languages
actually does aid in a more effective reali-
zation of the importance of habits of correct
articulation and clear enunciation, in secur-
ing an increased knowledge of the history and
institutions of the foreign country and a
better understanding of its contribution to
modern civilization, or in obtaining a clear-
er understanding of the history and nature of
language
.
1. Part I, pp. 184-5.
,
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"....the less we assume automat! city of
spread and the more we work for it, the more
certain we will be that our procedure is
correct. All experiments in tranfer tend to
show that transfer is automatic only when
applications are so nearly identical that
they are a matter of course. For the major-
ity of pupils studying Latin the development
of the habit of generalization and consequent
transfer calls for continued practice on it
by teacher and pupil."
If the Investigation is right in concluding a more
or less negligible amount of transfer from the study of
Latin, have we any right to expect any real beneficial
transfer from the study of French song? Probably not.
Before, however, I become too final in my "probably not",
let me adapt a further thought from the Investigation:
that the teacher should call attention to traits and
attitudes, thus making the student aware of the end
sought. If the teacher will develop proper motives in
the students, she will make them want to bring about
transfer. In this thought that the teacher can, by
taking advantage of the situation, bring about increased
transfer, there lies the hopeful feature of modern
language teaching.
D. FINAL COMMENTS ON "WHY TEACH FRENCH SONG?"
Mark Waldman takes a broad view of the use of song.^
He says:
"Singing must form an integral part of
modern language instruction. Aside from the
1 "New Objectives in Modern Language Teaching", p. 239
....
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practical, in that it offers an effective aid
to the increase and enrichment of the vocabu-
lary fund by the committal to memory of songs,
and to the fixing of grammatical constructions,
it also contains in addition an aesthetic and
inspirational factor; it aims to instill joy
and enthusiasm in the student."
In regard to the one-sidedness of our training he
goes on to state: ^
"The schools, colleges, and universities,
I believe, have sinned against humanity. They
have been all along laying stress upon the
training of the mental faculties, disregarded
the training of the emotional faculties, in
common parlance, the heart."
Although the article by Alma Weiss, Music Via
Modern Languages
,
concerns the teaching of German, its
substance is equally applicable to the teaching of
French. The author, referring to music of course, asks:
"Instead of teaching language by means
of facts of such soul-stirring significance as
'my mother's brother’s wife has new slippers,’
why not utilize the student's time in the
acquisition of something which ought to be the
heritage of every truly cultured individual?"^
Without recapitulation I shall close my topic on
Why Teach French Sohg? If the teacher has definite ob-
jectives in the teaching of song, or of anything else,
she will far less likely find herself blindly marking
time. If she has objectives, she must labor with abun-
dant imagination and insight; otherwise they v/ill
amount to nothing.
1. p. 242
2. p. 346
-*
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VI. A BRIEF HISTORY OF SONG. (For the Pupil)
It is much easier to ask questions about the origin
of song and about the first singers than it is to answer
them. Answers, in fact, have to be based on guess work
and inference, for we have no definite knowledge about
the origin of song. It probably originated with the
first people. Since primitive man. In his struggles
against nature for food and shelter must have experienced
such emotions as fear and hate and joy and sorrow, he
probably gave expression at times to his emotions by
some sort of music. Whether it was a reed, a crude
drum, a taut string, or the voice that enabled him first
to make some sort of music we do not know. I like to
believe that be sang in a primitive way, or at least
that he gave utterance to a series of growls or shouts
in his attempts at emotional expression. Parry in his
Evolution of the Art of Music 1 comments on this idea.
Does the idea strike you as being ludicrous and absurd?
If it does, just take a moment to contemplate our own
day before rejecting the idea. Not only do primitive
races of our own day punctuate their singing with shouts,
but right here in the United States where we do not like
to consider ourselves as being primitive, you will be
forced to admit that jazz singers often resort to very
primitive sounds. In the height of religious ecstasy.
1. pp. 7-8
..
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among certain sects, singing is interspersed with shouts.
All in all, it is not unreasonable to suppose that earli-
est song consisted of shouts and howls.
The fact that man achieved spoken language in the
process of his development must be borne in mind, if we
are to contemplate the theory found in Elson’s Modern
Music and Musicians.^
"The origin of vocal music must be sought
in an impassioned speech. Song is an outpour-
ing of the heart, and an artistic embodiment of
the language of emotion. Joy, grief, love,
despair, heroism, fortitude, despite the uni-
versality of music, will remain her favorite
theme to the end.
"But impassioned speech is not singing,
and the points of difference between the two
are many. In singing we use the whole range
of our voice; in speaking we use only a part
of it. When we sing we single out certain
tones and keep to them; when we speak we nev-
er rest on any one tone; indeed, the subtle
inflections of the voice between one tone and
another become the means of expression. How
did the conversion of speech into song pro-
ceed? There were certain influences at work
from a very early period indeed, and the
first and most important was the influence of
the story, reciting the deeds of the past,
the events of the chase or the v/ar- trail, and
the like. These things were told around the
campfires or in the glow of the caves, and
somehow in such narration men acquired the
habit of confining the voice much to one note."
The idea drawn from the above is that chant, and
eventually song, may have arisen from story telling.
Man, gradually forsaking the cave for a more com-
munal life wherein he found protection from animal and
1. Vol. I, p. 280.
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human enemies easier, was making a slow progress, but a
sure one, toward civilization* If you are interested
in the steps toward civilization, and the countless
years undergone in the process, I suggest that you con-
sult your teacher of biology for information of fact, or
for the best references in anthropology.
In our readings in early English literature we find
mention of wandering bards and minstrels who told stories
in song to the accompaniment of harp or lute. France,
like England, had wandering players, but under a dif-
ferent name. In the south they were known as ’’troubadours' 1
and in the north as ’’trouveres." From their period of
greatest activity, the eleventh to the fourteenth century,
we have a treasure of poetry left by them, written in
the difficult Provencal of the Middle Ages. The music
to these often gracefully expressed verses, a combination
of church and folk music, is almost completely lost. Per-
haps you can find names to add to this brief list of
better known troubadours: Pierre Vidal, Blondel de Nesle,
Bertran de Born, Bernard de Ventadour, and Thibaut de
Navarre. Even the great fighter, Richard Coeur de Lion,
prided himself on being something of a troubadour. In
Scott's Talisman, chapter XXVI, or Cronyn's Fool of Venus
,
the latter an account of the wanderings of Pierre Vidal,
you may find interesting material if you wish to read
about these southern singers.
,10
.
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The troubadour, a composer as well as singer, in time
became only a composer, leaving the matter of entertain-
ment and singing to a new class of professional singer,
the jongleurs. it was these jongleurs who sang the com-
positions of the troubadours, carried the news in story,
told jokes, and performed tricks of tumbling, ^he
English counterpart of the word "jongleur" is clear, is
it not? It was the minstrels and bards in England, the
troubadours, trouv^res and jongleurs in France, and the
Minneslingers in Germany who kept alive from generation
to generation the stories and traditions known to their
day. Remember that in the Middle Ages there were no
newspapers or printed books, and that illiteracy was
great; therefore the news and story was passed on by
word of mouth. Monks in the monasteries copied and pre-
served manuscripts; a comparatively few men attended the
"universities" of the day, but the masses had absolutely
nothing in the nature of schooling.
To any student interested in that magnificent
phenomenon of the Middle Ages, the rise of the great
cathedrals and the development of church music in all
its grandeur, I suggest that the first reading be the
Chapter entitled "A Mighty Fortress" in People and Music . 1
In France of the Middle Ages, particularly the
eleventh and twelfth centuries came the Crusades. In
1. McGehee, Chapter 6.
..
,
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those days of religious fervor many a feudal lord departed
with his train, which consisted sometimes of thousands
of men, for Syria or for the Koly Land, Their initial
purpose seems to have been to drive the Turks from the
Holy City, a feat they never succeeded in accomplishing.
Can you imagine the war songs, the gentler songs of
departure, the songs of defeat, victory, and sentiment,
that must have resulted from these expeditions? What
emotional stresses men must have undergone on leaving
home, tramping hot and weary wastes, suffering hunger,
thirst and disease, and combat, defeat, and possibly
winning a victory] A part of the story sometimes not
told is the fact that although some feudal lords were
doubtless inspired by true religious impulse, too often
their expeditions degenerated into what history has had
to record as marauding, plundering, and murderous
episodes
.
For descriptions of feudal life, where the feudal
lord supported hundreds, even thousands, of followers
in the domain about his fortress-castle, see Scott's
Ivanhoe and Talisman
,
and Stevenson's Black Arrow .
The castle of the lord sheltered the knights whose
duty it was to protect it in case of attack, or to
besiege the castle of another, if ordered to do so. We
like also to read of the more glamorous side of knight-
hood, where knights went forth to do deeds of valor in
.t
.
1
.
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the name of some fair lady. What advent Lire there is to he
gained by proxy, if you have good imaginations, in reading
the stories of King Arthur and Lancelot and Gawain and
Merlin and the whole Arthurian retinue.
If, in advanced study in college, your work should
take you into the reading of Old French, you would very
likely read about these knights. The truth regarding
the origin of the Arthurian legends is not wholly esta-
blished; we think, however, that they were Welsh in
origin and Breton by transmission. In short, the tales
seem to have been transmitted to Brittany on the west
coast of France, eventually to be written down in the
French of the twelfth century. The telling in song and
story of these stories formed an important part of the
lore of the Middle Ages.
A. FOLKSONG
If you were asked to define folk song, I imagine
that you would call it the song of the people, and that
is just about what it is. But what people? Investiga-
tion would indicate the working people, those who in
every age have worked in town or field or forest. Have
not you hoed potatoes, cut wood, mowed the lawn, baked,
or swept and dusted, and sometimes whistled or sung at
the task? Certainly your steps on a long hike have been
lightened by song. Men at sea have left us a heritage
30 c lo emfin cijclo
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of the songs which eased the labor* of hauling sheets or
turning capstans. The cowboy on the dusty plain some-
times sang at his work, too.
The strange part about these cowboy and sea songs,
and many others, is the fact that we do not know who wrote
them. We call them folk songs, songs composed by working
people and passed on by word of mouth. Contrary to the
idea at times expressed that these songs "just grew" in a
mysterious way, I think it is better to believe that they
were the work of an individual of particular ability, and
time and usage helped to give them added form and substance.
In our own country the old type of plainsman has
disappeared, and very nearly so has the old type of seaman.
Likewise, in the medieval period of France, the days of
serfs and feudal barons and knights did not last for all
time. Baronial castle had to give way to castles of
powerful kings. In history we can read of the tremendous
abuse of regal power by Louis XIV. In his court there was
3ong and gaiety and riches; among the downtrodden peasantry
there were no riches and but little gaiety, and song, what
there was of it, must have served as an emotional outlet
and a lightener of wearisome labors. Then, in 1789
,
the
sparks of Revolution burst into full flame. Louis XIV had
died seventy-four years before this date, aware of the
grave harm he had done, but the music and gaiety of the
court did not cease until Revolutionary days. It was in
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1792 that one of the most stirring patriotic songs of all
time emerged, La Marseillaise , a shout of victory and new
life replacing the hitter songs of oppression that had
gone before.
The Revolution passed; Napoleon rose to great power
but died in exile; finally the Third Republic was achieved.
Since the Revolution France has had many troubles, and I
must add, she has also had more than her share of glory
in the fields of art, science, and literature. The people
still lend to their feelings of grief and hate and joy
and exultation the power of song, just as they did in
centuries gone by. Old songs are still sung and new ones
are coming into life.
An investigator in the field of French music will
observe that since the beginning of the nineteenth century
there has been a preponderance of operatic, religious,
program, and art music. ^mong the great names of modern
French music will be found: Gounod (Faust); Thomas (kignon)
Franck (Thus Saith the God of Nations); Saint-Saens (The
Redemption); Debussy (Reflets dans l’eau); Ravel (Mother
Goose Suite); Bizet (Carmen). The great Chopin, Polish
by birth and at heart, passed much of his life in Paris.
Since the works of these composers surpass the technical
limitations of folk song, they can not be given further
mention in this thesis.
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"The folk-song" Miss Clements sayj in her study,
"survives the ages and therefore comes in contact with
many minds; its influence is powerful in all branches of
music. It is the rough diamond of music for "in these
unpolished gems lies the essence and worth of the more
finished works of musical art; however, it is also true
that folk song, unlike the rough diamond, is frequently
thing of beauty in itself."^
1 .
2
A Brief Study of the Folk Song
,
Clements, p. 3
Ibid, p. 11.
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VII. EIGHTEEN SONGS FOR FIRST-YEAR FRENCH
1. AU CLAIR DE LA LUNE
(A teaching procedure for the first day of French)
Let us suppose that the first day of French has ar-
rived, and that twenty, thirty, perhaps even forty-five
embryo linguists are assembled to begin the study of
French. Whatever the number, the occasion should be an
enjoyable and a memorable one. After all, is it not worth
remembering, the day that one embarks on the venture of
learning a new language? Language, although it is not the
nation itself, is the vital means of expression of the
nation
•
Too often in language teaching the first day is given
over to the beginning of grammar, or else the practicing
and acquiring a few simple expressions of the type of
"Bon jour, monsieur. Comment ca va?"--"Ca va bien, merci,
et vous?" To carry away from the first class a few simple
expressions is excellent, but the repetition and use of a
minimum number of phrases will likely become monotonous.
Give a few phrases by way of introduction, but also
give something a little more complex and connected. Why
not repeat to the class the first stanza of Au Clair de la
lune?
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Au clair de la lune,
Mon ami Pierrot,
Pr£te-moi ta plume,
Pour e'erire un mot;
Ma chandelle est morte,
Je n'ai plus de feu,
Ouvre-moi ta porte.
Pour 1’ amour de DieuJ
Enunciate the words distinctly and precisely. Repeat
the stanza with the class speaking each phrase after you,
and do not forget to bring out the mute which is pro-
nounced in singing, except in cases of elision.
After the class has given several repetitions, write
the lines on the board, giving the pupils their first
glimpse of connected French of a length greater than "II
fait beau, n'est-ce pas?" Repeat again making use of
this visual aid. If the repetition of something of un-
known meaning arouses curiosity, and let us hope it does,
do not satisfy the curiosity too soon.
The next step is to sing to the class the haunting
little melody of Au clair de la lune . A melody it truly is,
delightful and unforgettable, known to all French children
and adults. ^oon you should have the class singing en-
thusiastically. Do not, of course, permit yelling, for
yelling is not singing.
Here are the notes, simple and easy to read, which
form the easily remembered tune. Include for the first
day only the first stanza.
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Au clair de la lune
L'aimable Arlequin
Frappa chez la brune
Qui repond soudain.
"Qui frappa de la sorte?"
II dit & son tour,
"Ouvrez votre porte.
Pour le dieu d’ amour."
4
Au clair de la lune
On n’y noit que peu. .
.
On chercha la plume.
On chercha le feu
i
Gherchant de la sorte
Ne sais c'qu’on trouba;
Ivlais je sais qu’la porte
Sur eux se ferma.
For the many teachers who refuse to sing before an audi-
ence I suggest the use of mimeographed copies of words and
music, to be passed out after pronunciation and visuali-
zation have taken place.
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If the school were fortunate enough to possess copies
of some good French song book, teachers would be spared
copying. Now and then a class text contains a few songs,
i
inc luding au c lair de la lune
.
Until the tune has been learned by rote do not employ
a piano, otherwise some pupils may tend to rely too much
on the instrument.
Whatever method or combination of methods you follow
in the teaching of French-indirect, direct, grammar,
translation, etc., do not omit the use of song. Most
people love to sing or would if they were given the oppor-
tunity of discovering the joy in whole-hearted singing.
In teaching this particular song listen carefully for
flagrant errors of pronunciation. Do not, of course, be
too meticulous the first day and criticise every mistake,
for such criticism will make the pupils so pronunciation
conscious that they will not dare pronounce, individually
at least, except under duress. Certainly there is no
excuse for blighting in the bud the prospect for a happy
year of French. Let the few necessary corrections be
general and impersonal if you do not wish to quell en-
thusiasm and spontaneity. You may safely remark that no
matter how much an individual may mumble in conversation,
no matter how lip-lazy he may be, in singing he must
open his mouth and use his lips and tongue if he is to
articulate well. Proper results on this score, I hard f
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need to state, will be another matter.
A word as to monotones, if you are unfortunate enough
to have any in- the class. When, later, the final seating
of the class is made why not place them in front, tact-
fully of course? Seated thus they will be least annoying
to the rest of the class (though more annoying to t he
teacher), and the fact that the singers who can carry a
tune are behind them may help them a little to learn how
to carry a tune. Such a result is more easily prayed for
than guaranteed, since effective work in correcting mono-
tones should begin in the early grades.
During the hour, if there is any time left after the
class has learned the song, the next step is inevitable,
for you may be sure that no one will want to leave with-
out knowing something about what he is singing. By chance
you may have a pupil of Canadian origin who has learned
the song at home, or perhaps some boy or girl has en-
countered it under other circumstances. If such a person
is in the class he will be only too willing, on the first
day, to tell the others what the song means.
Whether or not you have such an individual, here is
an admirable chance to satisfy curiosity by means of
guess work on the part of the pupils and ingenuity on the
part of yourself. Can you put across the meaning by the
aid of suggestion rather than direct translation into
English? Let us see.
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The title, which happens also to he the first phrase
of the song, makes a grand starting place, especially
for a Latin pupil. You will not find any lack of in-
formers as to the meaning of "lune". ^ome one quick enough
of perception to discover that "clair" resembles "clarus"
and "clear" may think the line through to "by moonlight"
or"by the light of the moon".
Since Pierrot is a proper name, call for a volunteer
to bring in information about Pierrot and his place in
Italian and French drama. What other characters will be
found in this connection? (Harlequin, Columbine, etc.)
What are the stock costumes of these creatures? are they
mentioned in modern English literature? (Aria da Capo,
Millay; The Maker of Dreams, Down; and many other works).
The word "ami" should be obvious by way of "amicus",
and even "Bon Ami".
The third line is indeed difficult for a beginner.
Cannot you, after "plume" has been guessed as a "plume"
or "feather", by simulating the motion of writing convey
the idea of a "quill" pen? For "prete-moi" and "ecrire
un mot" acting will also be necessary. .hile the time
is not yet appropriate to explain the imperative "prete-
moi" it is perhaps not too early to present the idea that
the use of the circumflex and acute accents over "e"
represent the ommission of an "s". Such knowledge will
sometimes facilitate recognition of derivatives from Latin,
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as in the case of ecrire from scribere.
In the remaining four lines the guessing of "chandelle,
mort, amour, and Dieu" should be easy. "Ouvre-moi ta
porte" can be easily performed, and with a little more
effort, as the lighting and extinguishing of a candle or
even the snapping on and off of the electric lights,
"feu" can be explained.
Work could have been saved by telling the class in
the first place the meaning of the stanza, but in so
doing you would have deprived the pupils of an early
opportunity to think and interpret. The very fact that
a beginner could work out some French actually used by
French people, and the fact also that English and Latin
forms may be found in French should have been a stimulating
discovery.
With the meaning of the song made somewhat clear (there
may not be complete comprehension until the future report
on the Pierrot story), and the song repeated once more,
the initial lesson in French will be ended with enthusiasm
and a zest for more. Is it not better to dismiss the class
with a desire for more than to send it away with an un-
aroused appetite because you have lectured them prosaically
on the value of French or on the French people and their
country, or because you have immediately jumped into
formal grammar or the essentials of pronunciation? As
matters stand, the boys and girls have left class taking
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with them something to do, something to use, something that
French children and grown-ups do really use, and something
that may grow on them with the passage of time. The en-
joyment of Au clair de la lune will increase in many cases
with use and the formation of more associations about it.
Another day, certainly, the class will be ready for
the second stanza, which comprises lazy Rerrot ' s answer,
and then the last two, not often printed, which conclude
the tale.
If, by chance, some one in the class has become in-
quisitive enough to ask who wrote this song, you will have
to state that any true knowledge of its origin, like that
of most folk songs, is lost in the depths of obscurity.
Some people there are, however, who maintain that it was
written by either Lull! or Rameau. The story of Lulli
(1633--1687) is an interesting one of an Italian boy who
by the mere chance of being in the right place at the right
time became eventually a leader in French musical life.
It seems that the Due de Guise, just before his return to
France from a visit in Florence happened to hear the voice
of a young boy singing. Assign to some one the task of
discovering how it was this young boy went to France in
the retinue of the Duke, how he became a page in the
household of a princess but soon was consigned to the
kitchen for having angered her. It may seem like a long
way from the kitchen to a place in the king's orchestra.
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in short, a distance surmountable only in fantasy. Young
Lulli, with no great effort, traveled that very route to
the court of Louis XIV, at Versailles.
Someone may note that Lulli is sometimes spelled"Lully •
Signed documents seem to indicate that Lulli assumed the
"y" when he became a naturalized Frenchman.
Here are a number of questions and suggestions that
can be based on the topic of Lulli:
When did Louis XIV reign?
Why was he called the Grand Monarch?
Describe the palace and grounds at Versailles.
Is that palace standing today?
What statue stands in front of the palace?
What is the inscription on the statue, and what
does it mean?
Find some information on the Hall of Mirrors.
How far is Versailles from Paris?
What particularly grand displays may be seen at
Versailles every summer?
What significance had the ballad in the days of
Louis XIV?
Did the French in Lulli* s day like Italian opera?
What change did Lulli bring about in opera?
To what opera house was Lulli sent?
Tell something about the present Opera at Paris.
Does that present opera house have any connection
with the time of Lulli?
How did success affect Lulli *s character?
Encourage the student to ferret out sources for him-
self in his search for information. At times, if sug-
gestion is necessary, give at least enough information on
which to make a start. Resourcefulness will never be de-
veloped by "doing the work for the pupil." Encyclopedias,
musical dictionaries, books on travel and on musical
history will be of service in answering the above questions.
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Mcgehee’s People and Music contains a rather brief but inters^
ting account of Lulli 's career, full enough at least for a
start on the assignment.
Perhaps you have broken up the Lulli assignment into
several parts, and have given certain related topics to
various individuals. Why not, in order to save precious
time, have Rameau reported on along with Lulli? Rameau’s
life ( 1683-- 1764 ) , being less spectacular and interesting
than that of Lulli, little time need be devoted to it. Be-
cause Avignon will be mentioned in connection with a later
song, Sur le pont d 1 Avignon
,
be sure to mention the fact
that Rameau passed a brief period in 1702 as organist in
that town. For a brief account of Rameau see Grove's
Dictionary of Music, Volume IV.
A use of song or poetry which I do not qondone despite
its possibilities is the frequent employment of such mat-
erial for grammatical purposes. To teachers who are willing
to rend a bit of song, here is then
,
Au clair de la lune
,
which will make an excellent grammatical study for the first
days of French. Not for the first day, no indeed i Some-
how it seems tragic to mutilate a bit of folk song for
pedagogical purposes, but chacun son gout (every man to
his taste). It will be noticed that the four lines Il-
lustrate clearly the use of several of the simpler rules of
French grammar. 1’he first line gives the feminine article,
the explanation of which can include the other articles.
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"Au" can be extended to the "a" la" and "aux" forms, while
nde la" can be dealt with on a corresponding basis. Notice,
too, in the remaining lines the uses of the possessive ad-
jectives, the imperative, "de" without the definite article,
and adjective agreement. These items may be used in teaching
grammar inductively, or as mere illustrations of rules learned
from a text book. Ugh i but as I said above, "chacun son
gout
.
11
If you do choose to employ song and verse as fodder for
grammarians, do not overdo it, thereby stripping verse of all
its charm and lovliness.
You may break, you may shatter, the vase if you will
But the scent of the roses will cling to it still.
Sir Thomas Moore
At least I hope this will be the result.
During the first week the song should make a good basis
for conversation. Let it serve as the source of such simple
questions, as the following:
Quel temps fait-il?
Comment s ' appelle-t-il l'ami?
A-t-il une plume?
Pourquoi demande-t-on la plume?
Pierrot veut-il prater la plume?
Est-ce que le feu bruUe?
The second stanza as well lends itself to questions
which the ingenious teacher can easily devise. A challenge
to the ingenuity of the pupils will be to find out what
usages "briquet" has. One answer (cigarette lighter) might
be found by inquiring of a French-speaking person, by
.*« I'i
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searching through illustrated advertising matter in such a
publication as L 1 Illustration or a department store
bullet inor even by thumbing an up-to-date dictionary. How-
ever, I suggest that no one be asked to look up the term in
its various meanings until the usage of "on bat le briquet"
(to strike a light) is understood.
Another phase of school work that many songs well lend
themselves to is dramatization. Perhaps after a few weeks,
the class would like to work out its own dramatic form of
Au clair de la lune for presentation at an assembly, or as
an interlude to the performance by the dramatic club. I
am sure that some clever student could devise a scheme well
adapted for acting. "Le Gercle francais" or other French
clubsmight like to act out the song. Even the classroom
has its possibilities if time can be found.
One scheme of presentation might include just the
three individuals (Pierrot, Harlequin, Columbine) acting
out the song with real or imaginary scenic background.
Another plan, involving the whole class, would be to
divide the class into two groups, the boys being Pierrots
with a girl for a partner. The Pierrots lie on the floor
(we hope a clean floor) feigning sleep. The partners come
in on tiptoe while the piano plays the melody and each
girl places a candle In front of her sleeping partner, and
stands to the right of him. Then the girls sing the first
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stanza after which the Pierrots rise to their feet and
respond with the second. Then the girls pick up the candles
and each leads her partner, by the right hand, from the
stage
.
The best action for this song, to my knowledge, is given
in Ruth Muzzy Conniston’s Chantons un peu . She would divide
the class into two groups, the Pierrot’s asleep on the floor,
two feet apart, and the second group running in as outlined
in the preceding paragraph. As the second group, the girls,
sing the first stanza, let them make appropriate gestures.
Here again an ingenious teacher or pupil can outline gestures,
or, if desired, the plan in Chantons un peu may be followed:
(Page 104)
Au clair de la lune,
Mon ami Pierrot,
Prete-moi ta plume
Pour e'er ire un mot;
Ma charde lie est morte,
Je n’ai plus de feu,
Ouvre-moi ta porte
Pour 1’ amour de Dieu.
Now the boys answer:
Au clair de la lune,
Pierrot repondit:
Je n’ai pas de plume,
Je suis dans mon lit.
Va chez la voisine,
Je crois elle y est
Car dans son cuisine
On bat le Briquet.
A very pretty effect can
Point up, R. index finger.
Bow to sleeping partner.
Palms together, as in prayer.
Write on palm, pencil in R.H.
Point to candle, R.H.
Shake head negatively.
Sink on L. knee.
Raise hands in supplication,
palms up.
All rise.
Couples face each other.
Pierrots shake heads negatively.
Rest cheek on hands, palms to-
gether .
Point R. front, R. Index finger.
Partner shades eyes, R.H. looks R
Partner turns toward Pierrot.
Motion of striking flint in R.H.
against steel in L.H.
be obtained if the cast is well
drilled

Because in outlining the possibilities in the teaching
of a simple French fo,lk song, I have employed much space,
I shall conclude with a compact summary in:
Make the first day of work memorable by giving:
Something to do.
Something that the French know and do.
Something that can be used now as well as in the future.
Presentation of Au clair de la lune:
Recite the words precisely and carefully.
Class repeats each phrase after the teacher.
Write on board.
Class pronounces again, visualizing.
Sing melody.
Have class sing.
Better not use piano till tune learned.
Monotones in front (eventually).
Meaning by guesswork.
For later lessons:
Grammar (if you must)
Dramatization.
If the class has sung this first song with enjoyment,
you may be sure you will not be allowed to escape without
further music. Be prepared therefore.'
2.FRERE JACQUES
So much for the nonce, for Pierrot. Let us make a new
friend, when the occasion is favorable in Frere Jacques .
Frere Jacques, bell ringer of a monastery, has to rouse
himself from a sound sleep each morning to ring the bell
for morning prayers.
The method of presentation should be that outlined
above. The task of interpretation will be much easier.
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there being but one stanza and ten different words in the
whole song, and the last three of these words are onomata-
poeic. In case the English department has not enlightened
the class as to the meaning of onomatopoeia, here is your
chance to do a little missionary work. If the class does
know the meaning of the term, let it indulge in the
pleasure of usir.g already attained information by explaining
that ding, din, don are sound-imitating words.
Fr-k^e CTa.co|ues
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The first singing will best be in unison in order
that familiarity with the tune may be attained. Next,
sing Frere Jacques as it usually is sung, as a round.
Three or four groups give the merriest effect and the most
opportunities for confusion to the unwary. Group one, of
course, starts, then the second group enters at the bar
marked II. on the staff, the third at III. and then the
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fourth at IV. Because a round is not self-stopping but
goes round and round, as its name implies you must give
the stop signal which will bring a tapering finish.
40
Because some of the class will have no idea of what a
round is, it will be well to assign to one or several mem-
bers the task of finding information. For instance:
What is a round?
Name some rounds in English.
Look up the history of the round.
Is the round related to a church form of music?
What is canon singing?
Although this assignment may seem to have little to
do with the learning of French it will, nevertheless, make
round-singing more intelligible by adding meaningful
associations. while one student may bring in the informa-
tion that a round ia a vocal composition of three or more
parts, each part to be sung in succession, and so-called
because "the performers follow one another in a circulatory
motion"'1' another may for the first time discover the
lovely old bit of English verse Sumer is a-cumen in , which
made a complicated round. Some one will also learn the
relationship between round and canon-singing.
Why not dramatize Frehe Jacques as a brief scene? A
simple set dimly lighted to represent early morning will
be highly effective. A pallet, a few cowls, and a bell rope
for the ringing of matins are sufficient properties.
1. Elson, Musical Dictionary, pages 220-221
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I guarantee that this lively round, with its likelihood
of entanglements, will enliven any lethargic classroom group.
For a real rouser, though, you must wait until you come to
L 1 Alouette
.
5. L* ALOUETTE
Here is a jolly tune that can make a dull day bright and
a bright day brighter. It concerns a lark whose misfortune
it is to be plucked and plucked, yet despite the loss of
feathers she undergoes, she always comes back for more,
knowing neither time nor season. If the students know any
French Canadians at all Intimately, they will find them well
acquainted with this song. Let gaiety and enthusiasm in the
singing make up for the lack of reason and sense in the words,
for one must admit that a continual threat to pluck feathers
makes no sense at all.
The first essential of the song is competent leadership
and good teamwork. You, as teacher, will presumably be the
first leader.
Leader Alouette, gentille alouette,
Alouette, je te plumerai.
Je te plumerai la tet J Je te plumerai le bee,
Je te plumerai la t£t .f Je te plumerai le bee,
Et la t£t .’ Et le bee.
Class Et la t^t J Et le bee.
All Oh J Et la t£t J
All Alouette, gentille alouette, Et la t'e't l
Alouette, je te plumerai. OHJ
( etc
)
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Notice carefully the arrangement of the second stanza
of which I have placed, to the right of the first stanza,
the lines that differ. The third stanza will run "patt's,
bee, tet’"; the fourth "cou, patt's bee, tet', n and so on
with endless possibilities. All depends on the leaderfe
memory, alertness, vocabulary of physiological terms, and
on the endurance of both leader and class.
Notice that the mute e of plumerai is always pro-
nounced in this song. For individuals who in spot en
French incorrectly tend to pronounce the mute e of the future
and conditional of the first conjugation (the error is far
too common), here is a grand opportunity to pronounce that
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letter in a proper place. Stress the fact that in conversation
the "e" of plumerai, donnerai, parlerai, char terais, etc.,
is never, never pronounced.
For breaking the ice in any gathering where French can
be used this song has no equal. The leader, by his own en-
thusiasm, can impart his enthusiasm to others. Were this song
to be sung in assembly a few of the more courageous students
who have not studied French will very likely try to enter into
the singing after the first few stanzas, doing the best they
can to lend sound though it be not French.
Lest the "OhJ" on some occasions be shouted rather than
sung, for enthusiastic singing brings that temptation, it
may become necessary to remind the class that "Crier n’est pas
chanter" (shouting is not singing).
L * Alone tte offers to the individual studnet that which
no other song in this list offers to such a degree, the
opportunity of leadership. Some students will experience a
thrill and a feeling of pride at being allowed to lead the
singing. The student will need to be alert and keep his wits
about him too, if he intends not to lead the class into con-
fusion because he has not followed strictly his anatomical
order
.
Because of the sheer nonsense of the words there are
not many useful things that can be done with the song.
..
.
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aside from singing it. To make a list of the parts of a
bird’s structure would be a rather useless exercise. Why
not substitute the human structure for such a purpose? To
a student who is interested in bird life there is the
problem of finding out vhat particular larks are to be found
in France and what ones in Canada. And if that student is
enough interested, he or she might enjoy listing birds to
be found in France.
4. SUR LE PONT D' AVIGNON
Not all songs, fortunately, demand the mental agility
of L* Alouette . A sparkling little dance tune, too dainty
to ever become noisy and boisterous, concerns a lovely old
stone bridge in Avignon, a town in old Provence. Certainly
before attempting "Avignon" all should be able to pronounce
the title correctly. Notice how the true French pronuncia-
tion slips and trips gracefully from the tongue, quite un-
like the awkward pronunciation I once heard given to it by
a young American. It was on a P-L-M train speeding toward
sunny Avignon that this young man inquired of the conductor
what time we were supposed to arrive at A-vig-non. But
"revenons a nos moutons."
I hope that you will display post cards or other
pictures of the old bridge. I also hope that some day the
students will have the good fortune actually to look down
..
.
.
on this bridge from the gardens which occupy the lovely
promenade du Rocher des Dorns. This promenade, leading from
Notre-Dame-des -Dorns and the Palais des Papes, extends to
the edge of a high rock which overlooks the sparkling Rhohe
three hundred feet below. From 1509 to 1377 the gloomy
old palace was occupied by Pope Clemment V. and several
successor s
.
The ancient bridge, which of all things in ayignon
is the most important to our thought at present, was proba-
bly constructed between 1177 and 1185 by a group of bridge
building monks under St. Bene'zet. How the shepherd lad
Benezet was called from the mountains to Avignon by a
mysterious voice and how his celestial authority was tested
by his being made to lift a huge stone, is well told in
Arthur Riggs Erance from Sea to Sea .-1- By *1680 the bridge
had to be definitely abandoned because of destructive
currents. Today only the half reaching out from the left
bank is standing. One or two good pictures of the bridge
will enable the class to visualize the scene far better
than can a lengthy description in words.
Tell the pupils that if they ever visit the Promenade
for their first view of the bridge and the lovely wooded
and vineyard planted hills of the Cevennes on the right
bank, that they should not fail to retrace their course
1. 163--164
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down the slope, leave the crenelated city walls, and venture
out on the bridge. Entry will be rained by a fifteenth
century chapel but not until one has paid a small coin to
a gatekeeper. I wonder if she is still the garrulous
creature of a few years back. At the end of the structure
an adventurous spirit will take the trouble to descend to
the foundation stones where, although he will find nothing
but weeds and below his feet the river, he v/ill probably
feel the thrill of the adventurer far from home.
Before leaving the bridge he should not fail to look
up to the height left shortly before, and then, as he makes
his way shoreward he should try to imagine the young
people of centuries ago dancing merrily on the bridge "tout
en rond.
"
Note the repetition of short phrases and single notes
in this song of easy words and tune and lively melody. Be
sure to observe the holds over comm’ ci and comine 9a,
otherwise much of the effect of the song will be lost.
Much background work may be done with this song if
you desire. Let further investigation about the Chafeau,
the bridge, and the town itself, form the basis of associa-
tions with the song. Let the student interested in history
find out the reasons for the building of the Chateau des
Papes, and the one interested in geography the reasons for
the destruction of the bridge. Is the Rhone deep or
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shallow; wide or narrow at the region of the bridge? Where
is the source of the river? What effect does its source
have on the whole stream? Is the river longer or shorter
than the Mississippi? Why, too, .are the highways of Avignon
so dusty and white?
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For the Latin student there can be assigned the task
of finding the Latin name of Avignon, and the Rhone. Is
the Rh'&ne mentioned in Caesar? Have someone translate the
popular but somewhat exaggerated saying; "Avenio ventosa,
cum vente fastidiosa, sine vento venenosa" (windy Avignon,
liable to the plague when it has not the wind, and plagued
with the wind when it has it)."*"
1. Cook, French History and Romanticism, page 307.
-t
Since very few high school students are acquainted with
the name of Petrarch, the fourteenth century Italian poet
of the Renaissance, here is a fitting occasion on which to
introduce his name. It was at Avignon in 1322 that Petrach
for the first time saw the Laura whom he was to immortalize
in verse. Although the Petrarchan influence on the French
verse of the Renaissance era is a matter for college courses,
high school students can at least add a little to their
cultural and associational backgrounds by looking up the
man.
The fact that Prance has a city richer in Roman ruins
than any other city except Rome should be a surprising
a
statement to highschool pupils. Nimes, thirty-one miles by
rail from Avignon, abounds in antiquities. Have material
brought in on the amphitheatre which accomodated 20,000
people and which is still well preserved, on the Maison
Carree (what church in Paris is an enlarged model of it?),
the Rourmagne (Turris Magna), the Jardin de la Fontaine, and
the temple of the Nymphs
.
A*
Only twelve miles from Nimes is one of the most
magnificent Roman ruins in existence, the triple-arched
bridge-a^queduct known as the Pont du Gard, so named be-
cause it crosses the Gard River. Of this structure built
in 19 B.C. during the reign of the great Augustus there
remains a section 875 feet long and 130 feet high. For a
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picture giving an idea of the immensity of the acqueduct by
contrast with an automobile on the bridge, see the illus-
tration opposite page 62 of Gordon Barrett’s Motoring in
France
.
Before leaving subjects evoked by Sur le pont d* Avignon
,
I should like to mention Taras^en on the Avignon to Nimes#
branch railway. Later in the school course doubtless many
students will read and enjoy Tar tar in de Tarascon
,
and never
forget the hearty and vibrant Tartarin. Daudet not only
wrote the story about Tartarin but also the one about
Avignon in the days of the Popes which concerned a mule
” qui gardait sept ans son coup de pied," La Mule des Papes .
A
The ride from Avignon to Nimes is made lovely by
silvery groves of olive trees which appear to the traveller
as they must have to Sanjur jo in La Hermana San Sulpiclo
,
when he saw them from the train as it journeyed toward
Seville; " . . . . infinitas hileras de olivos rayaban de verde
gris" (countless rows of olive trees spread out, gray-green.)
As an indication that French children like to use
chalk outside the schoolroom, just as American boys do, let
me relate what I saw during a train ride to Tarascon. It
was a primitive sketch of the American movie actor who at
that time was the idol of French children. His picture
was inscribed in white chalk, not on a sidewalk or a fence,
but on a cement wall. There he was, almost life size, with
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his famous hat, shoes, and walking stick, and labelled with
the name by which he was affectionately called "Chariot."
So much for white chalk, and also the chalky white highways
and by-ways near the Pont d’ Avignon.
5. PLANTONS LA VIGNE
Acting on the theory that one regional song may call
for another, let us leave Provence for the neighboring pro-
vinces of the Loire, Anjou, and Orleans, good wine country
if we are to judge from Plantons la vigne . This song is
the story, so to speak, of the wine industry, all the way
from planting the vine, tunning the product, and the even-
tual consumption "de Verre en bouche" of a highly potable
line. Do not let the cognate "grappe" confuse the class,
for every member will surely take it to mean "grape" rather
than a "bunch of grapes." They will recall as an analogy
doubtless, that "prune" does not mean "prune", or that
"plume" does not necessarily mean a feather.
If you in your explanation of the song to the class
can bring in the word "potable", as I did a few lines
above, it will be an excellent opportunity to teach a word
almost invariably neglected by American teachers of French.
"Potable" is an excellent word in English but so little
used as to sound stilted in conversation. Ask the class how
the French would express the idea that water is drinkable.
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Chances are that no one will have an explanation beyond the
word ’’bonne". Have them add "potable" to their vocabulary,
for the French use it as an everyday word.
The "vigni, vignons; grappi, grappons," of the following
are meaningless.
-5 -
De grappe en cuve.
La voila' la joli' cuve,
Cuvi, cuvons, cuvons le vin.
La voil^ la joli' cuve au vin.
La viols^* la joli' cuve.
-4-
De cuve en tonne
La voila, la joli' tonne,
Tonni, tonnons, tonnons le vin
La voils^, la joli’ tonne au vi
La voila, la joli’ tonne.
- 5 -
De tonne en cruche.
La voila', la joli’ cruche,
Cruche, crucbons,cruchons, le vin.
La voila' la joli ' cruche au vin.
La voila' la joli cruche.
- 6 -
De cruche en verre,
Le voila' le joli verre,
,
Verri, verrons, verrons le vin
n,Le voila' le joli verre au vin,
Le voila'* le joli verre.
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De verre en pouche.
La voilaN la J.oli ' Louche,
Bouchi, bouchons, bouchons le vin.
La voilaN
,
la joli’ bouche au vin.
La voilaN, la joli bouche.
6. LE PETIT NAVIRE
From wine to water, from the Loire to Bretagne, or the
story of the tribulations of a young cabin boy. Because of
some doubt as to origin, I ascribe the song to Brittany only
by presumption. Possessed of a definite swing, the rhythm
may prove monotonous if all twelve stanzas are sung often.
Compare the monotony that might arise from repeating these
stanzas in song with that of, for example. Old Mac Donald
Had a Farm . There seems to be a stage in boy life when
repitition is not bothersome as long as a story is in the
process of unfolding, therefore this song may turn out to be
a popular one. a "Petit Na-vire.
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- 3-
Au bout de la septieme annee
Les vivres vin-vin-vinrent av manquer.
- 4-
On tira-z-aN la courte paille^
Pour savoir qui serait mangel
- 5 -
Le sort tomba sur le plus jeune^
"C'est done moi qui serai mange I"
/
" 6"
II est monte dans la grand’ hune.
En disant: "La', je me pendrai."
- 7-
"AhJ dis moi, mousse, petit mousse,
Ne vois-tu rien de ce cote'?"
- 8-
"He'las 1 Hellas.’ mon capitaine,
Je vois la vague de'ferler "
-9-
II est monte' jus qu' aux croisettes.
Vers le levant a regarded
- 10-
"Ah.' dis -mo I, mousse, joe tit mousee,
Ne vois-tu rien de ce cote?"
-11-
"Je vois an loin la mer qui brise,
Je vois la pointe d'un clocher."
- 12-
"Je vois la cheminee qui fume
Et nous preparer un bon diner."
The vocabulary, as you have noticed, is much more
difficult than that of the preceding songs and cannot be
guessed with the comparative ease of Au clair de la lune .
"Tira-z-sf" in the fourth stanza is bad though popular French.
Do not stress the matter of adding such words to the first-
year vocabulary as mousse, tirer a
V
la courte paille, grand'
hune, croisettes, and others. If they are learned incident-
ally, well and good, but do not assign them. Vi/hen some of
these students in their senior year come to read Loti's
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Pecheur d’Islande
,
certain nautical terms of Le Petit Navire
may be recognized. The story is concerned with
,
of course,
Yann (Breton for Jean), hardy young sailor of Paimpoul on
the rocky coast of Brittany.
No part of France contains more the air of romantic
mystery and beauty than does Brittany. Excellent assign-
ments can be built around the people and their language so
remote from French.
If your class has time to take a gypsy tour through
Brittany, vicariously of course, it will see rugged coast,
fisher folks, picturesque costumes, menhirs, pardons, and
artists. Every March, from Saint-Malo a fleet leaves to
fish cod off Newfoundland and Saint-Pierre. Every inhabi-
tant of the town is at the water front to witness the bless-
ing of the fleet by a bishop and everybody knows that some
of the boats never will return. Saint-Malo in itself is a
very unimposing little town but one made charming by its
fortress-walls and view of the sea. On an island off shore
lies buried Chateaubriand near his native town. Jacques
Cartier, explorer of Canada, came from Saint-Malo too. On
the ramparts stands, in thoughtful pose a statue of Cartier.
Another fishing town is Douarnenez, the greatest sardine
fishing port on the coast.
If there is obtainable a copy of So You* re G-oing t o
France
,
by Clara E. Lq,ughlin, have some one read pages 129
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and oO about the Forest of Paimport which many Bretons con-
sider to be the ancient Broceliande. From one of its lakes
there arose, according to tradition, the arm holding Ex-
calibur. Read how fisherfolks of Tregastel peer through
the evening haze, looking for Arthur to come from the isle
of Avalon to right the wrongs of humanity.
Mont-Saint-Michel, a rocky isle at the border of
Brittany and Normandy, should be included in this vicarious
tour as one of the most spectacular sights in France. A
tiny town containing a twelfth century abbey tops the isle.
Despite its desecration by venders and hawkers who play on
gullible char-a-banc tourists, Iviont-Saint Michel still holds
its charms. For the outstanding description of its pictur-
esqueness one must turn to Henry Adams' Mont St. -Michel and
Chartres .
An interesting subject for investigation might be, to
boys interested in the ocean, the powerful spring tides that
pound the rocky isle. What are spring tides? Can one walk
from the mainland to the island at low tide? Is the coast
line at this point receding as that in time Iviont-Saint-Michel
may become landlocked? How is the island generally reached
by tourists?
In fairness to girls who are more interested in good
cooking than in tides, let them ascertain, if they can, for
what dish Madame Poulard is famous. Clara Laughlin, already
—.
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mentioned, Sydney Clark ( France on Fifty Dollars ) and other
travel wr iters will tell the answer.
Questions about the Breton connection with Arthurian
legend or about the dolmens and menhirs at Carnac may
possibly be answered immediately by students of English
literature. About the colorful "pardons", though, some
reading will be necessary.
7. BERCEUSE BEARNAISE
In the southwestern part of France is a tiny province
that biimps right up against the Pyrenees, La Bearn, from
which the Berceuse Bearnaise takes its name. At last we
have a folk song of known origin; in short it is taken from
mediocre opera-comique
,
La Bearnaise . Any question in the
mind of the students as to the meaning of opera-comique can
be easily settled by reference to a dictionary. If no one
asks the question it would be well to consider the subject
of opera anyway, at least for a moment, for I am sure that
most students will translate the term too literally and will
be surprised to learn that the true significance of the
term implies an opera with singing and dialogue as opposed
to grand opera which is all singing.
If the characteristics of this piece, particularly its
soothing and gentle qualities, appeal more to the girls, I
.t . ...
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shall not be surprised. The oft recurring "fais nono," is
no more than the southern counterpart of our own "go bye-
bye" or "go bye-lo". In northern France "fais dodo" is
more often heard.
/
La Bearn, small as it is, is rich in historical lore.
The valiant warrior, Henri IV, was born there in the four-
teenth century. Centuries later the province gave France
another man destined to military fame. General Foch, born
at Tarbes, and General Joi'fre came not so far away from the
old province of Roussillon. The famous shrine of Lourdes,
often mentioned in America, is in neighboring Gascony.
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- 3-
Elle chante pour les filles
Qui n’ont pas de mari;
C’est pas pour moi qu'elle chante.
Car j 1 en ai un joli.
( choeur
)
— =
My reason for including this song is, I hope, a satis
factory one: For the most part the words are simple and
easily remembered, the theme is attractive, and the melody
is a happy one. Probably few songs in this group will be
longer and more happily recalled in later life.
9. A LA CLAIRE FONTAINE
One more regional song, and perhaps the lovliest of
them all, will conclude my list of this particular type.
This sweetly melodious song, A la claire fontaine
,
originated
in France, when and where unknown, but today it is regarded
as a Canadian folk song. I shall not be surprised if this
becomes a favorite song of any high school group because it
has a tune within easy range of all voices, it has a sweet
and striking melody, and a delicate and almost dreamy rhythm.
It lends itself admirably to four-part harmony far better
than any other song that I am presenting. French classes,
I realize, have little time for learning four part harmony,
but just in case you would like to attempt it, perhaps for
a special occasion, I recommend that you employ the arrange-
ment in Cbantons un Peu.
"Lui ya" is popular for "il y a.
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Ghante, rossignol, chante,
Toi qui a le coeur gai;
Tu as le coeur a' rire.
Mol je l’ai a'pleurer.
J'ai perdu ma maitresse.
Sans l 1 avoir merite
Pour un bouquet de roses
Que je lui refusal.
Je voudrais que la rose
Put encore au rosier,
Et raoi et ma maitresse
Dans les mem's amities.
10. SAVEZ-VOUS PLANTER LES CHOUX?
Here is a song of catchy tune but of little meaning.
One may believe that he already knows how to plant cabbages
but from Savez-vous planter les choux? he will learn things
==
about the technique of planting that he never knew before.
The main objection to the song will probably come from the
boys who have acquired heavy voices: they may think the "do
of planter too high. Be sure that the "o" of mode is pro-
nounced open. If a reminder is needed that the vowel "o"
is open except before s, -tion, or when a final sound, here
will be an excellent opportunity to stress that rule. Here
is also a striking example of the necessity of pronouncing
mute (mode) except where it elides, (plante avec). Notice
the simplicity of the words; in fact, there is not one word
that might not be encountered in any first year course. Of
them all "coud’s" (coudes) is the least likely to appear.
The singing may be extended ad infinitum, as in
L 1 Aloue tte
,
by the use of terms applying to the human
structure. To the strain "on les plante avec les mains.."
can be added le pied, le nez, and even les dents if one so
desires
.
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11. IL COURT, IL COURT, LE FURET
Before beginning this song why not ascertain what a
"furet" is? Because it is obviously something that runs
the class will certainly try to guess an animal. No real
exertion of the imagination will be required, I am sure, to
picture the analogy between "furet" and "ferret". Such
being the case this song might well lead to a study of
cognates, not a study of philological structure, but one of
visual resemblances. Many words there are of the same
spelling in the two languages, and many more that differ
somewhat but are still recognizable as being the same word.
Alice Blum in her book. Oral French VII states that there
are 4000 words in the French and English languages alike
in spelling and meaning, and that these are not unusual
words but those occuring in every day conversation. That
being the case, an interesting exercise would be to bring in
as many cognates as one can find, allowing a week for the
search. The first year class in its first half year can not
be expected to equal what it might do by the end of the
second half year, nor can a second year class probably equal
the record of a third; nevertheless the results may be
surprising. Any student laying hands on a copy of Frank's
Lisons .* will find much help.
Once a class has completed a cognate-search, the mem-
bers may smile at anyone who asserts that he has studied
. : o ... . - ' . i 1
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French for four years, yet has wasted his time because he
can not remember more than five or ten words. Any first-
year student, even though told by someone that "French is
full of impossible words and that no one can learn the langu-
age anyway" will adm t that many words are not impossible if
he is made aware of the numerous cognates 1 which can be
A
recognized at sight, as for example: cinema, taxi, hotel,
autobus, animal, lion, tigre, elephant, salade de tomate,
A
rosbif, vinaigre, table, machine, locomotive, danger,
accident, republique, president, journal, pare, couleur,
musical, intelligent, effort, thermometre, thermodynamique
,
electromagnetique . Outside of the class in physics the two
last words will have no place in the conversation of pupils
yet they prove that there are long words in French which
can be recognized on sight.
It may surprise the class to learn that the French
phave borrowed many words from the English language, as
club, golf, tee, tennis, baseball, jockey, bridge (game),
toast (speech, bread) , weekend, boycott, cross-country,
copyright, chewing gum, fox- trot, pique-nique, five o'clock
tea, etc. To France we owe a debt for automobile, & propos,
au revoir, aN la carte, carrillon, cadet, casserole,
pasteurization, vaudeville, r.s.v.p.
The student of Latin will find French words that he will
recognize that will send the non-Latin pupil to a vocabulary:
1. Lisons: 19-21 2.Lisons: 107-113.
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fenestra, mur, porte, plume, pied, dent, main, livre, ecrire
heure. Even in these cases the matter of calling attention
to likenesses will be sufficient to show that these words
have English kinship though they are not equivalents
necessarily in meaning: fenestra, mural, portal, plume
(pen also), pedal, dental, manual, scribe, hour.
An interesting cognate exercise is to discover place
names of French origin in the United States. In New England
the outstanding example is Vermont. To find in abundance
place names of French origin, one must follow the advice
given by Horace Greeley to go West. West, and east, north
and south, by the way, are cognate not only with the French
but also with the German. A glance In Webster will tell the
common origin of these forms. Returning to Greeley’s West,
give the class such names as these to ponder over, or better
assign them the problem of finding such words: Butte,
Prairie du chien, Terre Haute, Louisville, Louisiana, Belly
River (la belle rivfe're), Laramie (la ramee), Boise (Riviere
boisee), St. Paul, Desmoines, New Orleans. In addition to
the names I have just borrowed, many more will be found in
Edward Hale's article: Place-names in the Far West .
From II court, il court, le furet as a title I have
wandered far in my attempt to capture cognates rather than
ferrets. Just as the preceding song, Savez-vous planter les
choux: had a vocabulary adaptable to any first year class, so
this song has, if anything, an even easier vocabulary.
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A particular reason for including this song, is the
fact that it is a traditional French game, played in the
following manner; form a circle, with one person in the
center. I'he members of the circle hold a cord on which
a ring is strung. The ring is passed secretly from band to
hand. If the person in the center can discover the ring,
he takes the place of the one who had it, and the latter
person goes to the center.
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12. IL PLEUT, IL PLEUT, BERGERE
A song presenting difficulties of words and music
greater than will he found in any of the preceding songs is
II pleut, 11 pleut, bergere . Long after the notes of the
rather intricate melody have been for the most part for-
gotten I am sure that the first three bars will remain in
memory. May it be the good fortune of the pupils to hear
sometime this tune played on the carillon at Middlebury
College, or on one elsewhere.
..
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As an exercise in pronunciation this song will have
few superiors. While it does not contain all the French
sounds (ei is missing), it nevertheless affords an excellent
occasion for the pupil to articulate and enunciate a great
variety of sounds. Even the tricky eu open (feuillage)
and eu closed (pleut) are to be found. Late in the first
year assign the task of picking out examples of as many
sounds as possible.
- 3 -
Bon soir, bon soir, ma mehe,
Ma soeur Anne, bon soir;
J’amelie ma bergeVe
Pres de vous, pour ce soir.
Va te secher, ma mie,
Aupre's de nos tisons.
Soeur, fais-lui compagnie
.
Entrez, petits moutons.
-4-
Soignons bien, o ma mdre.
Son tant joli troupeau;
Donnez plus de litieVe
A son petit agneau.
C'est iait. Allons pre\s d’elle.
Eh bien.’ done, te voila-?
Ah J mon Dieu, ou'elle est belle.1
Ma meNre, voyez-laN.
-5-
Soupons; prends cette chaise,
Tu seras pre't de moi;
Ce flambeau de mele“ze
Brulera devan t toi;
Goute de ce laitage.
Mais tu ne manges pas?
Tu te sens de l’orage,
II a lasse^tes pas.
Because this song tells a story, an oral or written
recapitulation exercise based on it will make a good
«.
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exercise. Cbrversational material in abundance can be
devised from it, as:
Quel temps fait-til?
De quel couleur sont les moutons?
Que fait 1' eclair? --la tonnerre?
Qu’est-ce qui tombe a grand bruit?
etc.
,
etc.
Things to do:
Look up the French expression for the "black sheep of
the family".
To what kind of a match can tison refer?
Beginning with meleze (stanza 5) make a list of trees.
13. LA MARSEILLAISE
No country has a more stirring national anthem than
has France, nor is any national anthem more widely known
beyond its own borders. Perhaps there may be students in
the class who, having heard this martial air on a previous
occasion, have already a strong desire to learn it. Per-
haps, even before studying French, some have heard it on a
record, by short wave, or otherwise. No red-blooded boy
can escape the thrill inspired by this piece when it is
rendered with fervor.
Motivation for this song, although it needs no mo-
tivation whatsoever, might be in the form of finding the
story of Rouget de Lisle and his creation, overnight, of
the words and music of the greatest song ever written in
the cause of freedom. Do not overlook the fact that the
1
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song was composed in Strasbourg yet it received its name
from the city of Marseille* Let the class determine the
reason for that. Notice should be taken of the point that
this song was written by request. In general are songs
and poems written by request successful?
For the story of the Revolution leading up to the
writing of the Marseillaise some student might like to base
his assignment on La France ( cours eleinentaiie)
,
Hills and
Dondo, pages 125-131; People and Music
,
Me Gehee, pages
206-212; or Sears article in Education 56:564-566, May
1936, entitled"Allons, enfants de la patrie."
Perhaps in their investigations one or two students
may come across the name of Leconte de Lisle, a nineteenth
century poet, and raise some question concerning him.
Make it plain that Rouget de Lisle and Lecont de Lisle
were entirely different individuals. Eoth were poets, it
is true, the one writing an unforgettable song of patriotism,
the other achieving a high place among the great poets of
France
.
Of La Marseillaise
,
song of defensive bloodshed, I
shall present only the first stanza. Remind the class to
listen for the stirring strains of the song in Bchaikowsky '
S
1812 Overture.
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14 . CADET ROUSSELLE
Was Cadet Rousselle a man who really lived, or is the
song a parody of an earlier song, Jean de Rivelle? We
do not know; in truth, the uncertainty of origin need not
in any way detract from the queer case of Cadet Rousselle
told in rollicking measure.

-3-
Cadet Rou*selle a trois gros chiens, (twice)
L’un court au lievr', 1' autre au lapin (twice)
L , troisiein , s'enfuit quand on l’appelle,
Comme le chien de Jean de Nivelle,
Ah, ah, ah, mais vrairnent.
Cadet Rotfselle eat hon enfant.
-4-
Cadet Rou'selle a trois beaux chats, (twice)
Qui n'attrapent jamais les rats, (twice)
Le troisiem' n’a pas de prunelle,
II monte au grenier sans chandelle.
Ah, ah, ah, mais vrairnent.
Cadet Roufeelle est bon enfant.
15. LE ROI DAGOBERT
A merovigian king, Dagobert I, lived in the seventh
century. History records very little of his life, but
the song would have us believe that on one occasion at
least he wore his trousers inside out. His royal coun-
selor, with whom he confers frequently, was an interesting
man. Eloi was a goldsmith, whose skill and kindness are
remembered to this day for as the patron saint of smiths
in general he is known as Saint Eloi and so celebrated
the first day of November. A popular locution regarding
the man whom nothing moves or stirs or excites is "Froid
comme le marteau. de saint Eloi". The word "marteau" re-
fers of course to the goldsmith’s hammer.
Despite the antiquity of Dagobert the song itself does
not, we think date much before 1789. In the year 1814
satirical lines to the song caused it to be banned for a
time
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Le bon roi Dagobert
Se battait a tor£ a travers. (twice)
Le grand saint Eloi lui dit:
”0 mon roi.' Votre Majeste"'
Se fera tuer."
"C’est vrai," lui dit le roi,
"Mets-toi bien vite devant moi."
-4 -
Le roi falsa: t la guerr 1
Mais il la faisait en hiver (twice)
Le grand saint Eloi lui dit:
"Oh mon roi.' Votre Majeste'
Se fera geler.'
"
"C’est vrai," lui dit le roi,
Je m’en vais retourner chez moi. it
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Quand Dagobert mourut,
Le diable ausitoj; accourut. (twice)
Le grand saint Eloi lui dit:
"Oh mon roii" Satan va passe,
Faut vous confesser."
"EelasJ " dit le bon roi
"Ne pourrais-tu mourir pour moi?"
16. MALBROUGH S'EN VA-T-EN GUERRE
Cadet Rousselle, possibly a parody on an earlier song,
I have mentioned previously; Marlbrough is an eighteenth
century air but the words are more or less worked over from a
song of the sixteenth century. There are many stanzas
which, all in all, poke fun at the Duke of Marlborough who
had won the battle of Malplaquet (1709).
My chief reason for including this song is to give
the class the thrill of finding familiar material in an
unexpected place. Every one will be genuinely surprised, I
know, (unless of course he has had advance information about
the Duke) to discover that the tune is no more nor less than
We Won't Get Home Until Morning
,
better known in England as
For he’s a Jolly Good Fellow . Indeed, the tune had been the
property of the French long before we employed it to signify
a late-hour homecoming.
Of course the class must be warned not to copy or use
\
in speech the numerous malformations (va-t-en, reviendra-z-a,
etc.). It might be interesting to learn that the untrained
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Frenchman speaks a poor French just as much as many Ameri-
cans speak a poor English. While every beginning class
learns to say donnez-m’en, many an untutored native French-
man says donnez-moi-z 1 en.
"Mironton, mi rontaine " are meaningless words.
The second stanza mentions patjues. Have the students
make out a list of French holidays, at least the important
ones
.
A valuable exercise for which this piece may be applied
is as a source of several mistakes in grammar and liaison.
Have the pupils search for and make a list of errors. The
fact that a beginner can recognize mistakes shows that he
is learning to discriminate.
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- 5-
La Trinite se passe
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine.
La Trinite^se passe,
Malbrough ne revient pas.
-4-
Madame ax sa tour monte,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
Madame ax sa tour monte.
Si haut qubll’ peut monter.
- 5-
Elle apercoit son page,
Mironton, mirontaine,
Elle aperpoit son page.
Tout de noir habille.
- 6-
Beau page, S mon beau page,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine.
Beau page, o mon beau page.
Quell’ s nouvell’s apportez?
- 7-
Aux nouvell’s que j'apporte,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
Aux nouvell's que j'apporte,
Vos beaux yeux vont vont pleurer.
- 8-
Monsieur Malbrough est mort,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
Monsieur Malbrough est mort,
Est mort et enterre/
- 9-
II fut porte-z-en terre,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
II fut porte-z-en terre.
Par quatre-z-officier s
.
- 10 -
L'un portait son grand sabre,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
L'un portait son grand sabre,
Et l'autr' son baudrier.
- 11 -
L’un portait sa cuirasse,
Mironton, mironton, mirontaine,
L’un portait sa cuirasse,
Et l'autr’ ne portait rien.
\
- 12“
A l'entour de sa tombe,
JVIironton, mironton, mirontaine,
A l'entour de sa tombe,
Romarin 1 ' on planta.
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-13-
La ceremonie faite,
Miron£on, mironton, mirontaine.
La ceremonie faite,
Chacun s'en fut coucher.
17. IL EST NE^ LE DIVIN ENFANT
As the title of the song suggests this is the story
of the birth of the Christ child. Simply and beautifully
it is told in one of the lovliest of French Christmas songs.
..
•• •• /'
-3-
Une enable est son logement,
Un peu de paille est sa couchette;
Une etable est son logement.
Pour un Dieu quel abaissementJ (refrain)
-4-
0 Jesus, 0 Roi tout puissant.
Si petit enfant que vous etes,
0 jesus, o Roi tout puissant,
Regnez sur nous entie'rement
.
(refrain)
In the fourth stanza, what would be the correct form
in modern French of "Si petit enfant que vous ete^*? Of
course this question cannot be answered until a class is
versed in the use of the subjunctive, for which reason the
answer will probably have to be given by the teacher. A
good student in the second year ought to know the answer.
Have the class consult the English dictionary for a
form corresponding to hautbois. Notice the resemblence also
to oboe. What do haut and bois mean? Why such a name for a
musical instrument?
Look for musettes and cornemeuses too in a museum. Are
musettes played today?
How does one express in French the term Christmas song?
Christmas Carol? Find the titles to some other P'rench
Christmas songs.
18. UN FLAMBEAU, JEANNETTE, ISABELLE
Back to Provence for the origin of this old Christmas
song. Suggest that members of the class listen to the radio
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at Christmas time for this lovely antique melody. Sometimes
it is sung in chorus, sometimes played by the strings. How
little its rhythm resembles our own Christmas music, yet how
lovely it is in its reflections of the mood and spirit of
another people in another time.
'.
80
- 3-
Qui vient lax
,
frappant de la sorte?
Qui vient la^ frappant comme ca?
Ouvrez done 5 J’ai pose'" sur un plat
De bons gateaux gu'ici j’apporte.
Toe.' Toe.’ Toe.’ ouvrez-nous la porte
Toe J Toe J Toe J faisons grand gala.
-4-
Doucement, dans l’etable close,
Doucement, venez un moment.’
Approchez J que Jesus est charmant
Comme il est blanc, comme il est rose J
Do J Do J Do i que 1’ Enfant repose i
Do.’ Do J Do J qu’il rit en dormant.
..
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CONCLUSION
Herein has been presented a unit of eighteen French
songs for use particularly in first-year high school French,
with explanations of difficulties, notes on background, and
suggested things to do. The unit is at all times flexible
and variable, subject to the judgment of the teacher and the
temperament of the class. Its chief function is to add some-
thing vital and enjoyable and useful to the life of the in-
dividual in French class, outside of class, and in his later
life.
The inclusion in the unit of a brief history of song,
and a statement of possible aims and objectives has been
done with an idea of adding worthwhileness to the unit as a
whole: first, by adding meaningful associational material
to the student’s background; and second, by encouraging the
teacher to think in terms of the individuals before her, no
two of whom are alike in the capacities, interests, and
characteristics that make up their personalities.
In conclusion, then, if this unit with its suggestions
proves practical to any one in any way, perhaps to someone
groping in the dark of inexperience, it will have served
its purpose.
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